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THE GREEN SHEET 

Churchill Downs Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Churchill Downs: September Meet 2017 
Fifth Day: Friday, September 22, 2017 
Post Time: 12:45 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats: 39-13-6-3  33%W, 56%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order 
 
 
RACE ONE 
(#2)CAUSE YOU CAN: Controlling speed on the drop; gate-to-wire threat   
(#1)GRACE AT MIDNIGHT: Sports good 2017 form; start away from best? 
(#6)OKBYECYA: She’s been facing better in New York; two-turns x-factor 
(#5)I. DAMIANA: Kitten’s Joy filly has good dirt form; tighter this time 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-1-6-5 
 
RACE TWO 
(#2)CAPITAL LETTERS: First start off the claim for Maker; breaks running   
(#5)THIRSTFORLIFE: Owns back class advantage; first-time gelding, blinks 
(#6)ROCKY TOUGH: Significant class drop & capable fresh; sharp blowout 
(#7)HARDLY A SECRET: 2-for-2 around 2-turns; attracts Hernandez, Jr. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-5-6-7 
 
RACE THREE 
(#6)WHOLEHEARTED: Lone speed in compact field? Wire job candidate   
(#5)MY KINDA DEVIL: Placed in 50% of turf starts lifetime; back in for tag 
(#2)NA PALI SPIRIT: Improving filly tackles winners; value on tote board  
(#4)VALENTINE ROSIE: Deep closer makes first start for a tag; gets pace? 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-5-2-4 
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RACE FOUR 
(#2)SHAKER BAKER: Chestnut acts like she’ll love the extra quarter-mile   
(#7)LONELY PETUNIA: Improving filly is bred to relish the stretch out 
(#10)LADY MARGARET: Plummets in class for D. Wayne; needs good start 
(#8)THE WEEF: Turf-to-dirt angle has some appeal; drops like a bad habit 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-7-10-8 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#3)MORE THAN SHIRL: First start off the claim for Asmussen; gets trip   
(#4)TIREE: Handy gray in the money in 30-of-56 lifetime starts; drops 
(#2)COMO SE LLAMA: Shot of confidence in last; veteran comes in fresh 
(#5)ARSENALOFDEMOCRACY: Gets plenty of pace to set up late kick 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-4-2-5 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#2)SUCH A TEASE: Like the cutback to seven-eighths; blinkers-on noted   
(#3)SOUTHERN SOUL: Wide trip last time; plenty of upside in third start 
(#5)BATTLE COLORS: $240K colt sitting on a “bullet” half-mile breeze 
(#8)MAKEAMERICAGREAT: Has kept good company; bred to handle dirt 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-3-5-8 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#12)JOEY B: Useful past form in Louisville; drops in for a dime for Baker   
(#11)AIN’T IN NO HURRY: Aptly named 8YO has never run a bad race 
(#6)CHESTER MON: Good second for new outfit in last start; on the drop 
(#8)SPEZIA: First try for $10K; improves in second start off lengthy layoff 
 
SELECTIONS: 12-11-6-8 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#3)MY EMINENCE: Loves this seven-panel trip; runs well off the shelf   
(#7)ADULATION: Exits a quick heat at Saratoga; loves place money 
(#5)CHANGER: Sneaky good debut effort at Ellis; will love extra furlong 
(#8)MONO: Improving colt exits solid maiden races; wide in 7F debut 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-7-5-8 
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RACE NINE 
(#1)MR ASHLEY: Deceptively good try on turf last time; better on dirt   
(#6)POTENTIAL DANGER: Bred to love the main track; gets stalking trip 
(#7)BEAUTIFUL GAME: He’ll have to deal with other speed; hooks winners 
(#2)TRAPPEZOID: Professional debut win for $30K; gets dream pocket trip 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-6-7-2 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#3)SUPER SHACK: Huge class drop for Mott; route-to-sprint intriguing   
(#8)KLASSIE CONNECT: Drops, gets blinkers; solid jock/trainer combo 
(#12)HAPPY ANNIVERSARY: Tighter this time around and gets the hood 
(#4)RUN JUJA RUN: Controls the tempo under Court? First start for $10K 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-8-12-4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


